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My invention has for its object a handle for a piloting 
lever or joy-stick chieiiy adapted for use on board of 
pursuit planes and light bombers carrying stationarvguns. 
The pilot’s handle Iaccording to my invention 1s_de 

signed chiefly so that it may be held in the pilot’s right 
hand in a position for which the pilot’s forearm may be 
substantially horizontal while it allows the movement of 
the joy-‘stick which is normally located between the pilot’s 
le s. . 

gThe handle is shaped so ‘as to match as accurately as 
possible the shape of the pilot’s hand when said hand 
grasps the handle. As an auxiliary feature, the handle 
may include a bearing surface which keeps the hand in 
position and prevents it from dropping. 
The handle according to my invention carries the dif 

ferent circuit-breakers or push-buttons for the latter in 
a manner such that at least four of them may be acces 
sible for or controlled by the pilot’s thumb in different 
positions of the latter, the thumb being assumed to be 
shifted independently with reference to the remainder of 
the hand which continues clasping, normally the handle. 
More specifically these four push-buttons are grouped in 
the following manner: two lare associated for control by a 
rocking lever and two others are grouped under a pro 
tecting cover adapted to be raised by a shifting of the 
thumb, away from their inoperative positions, so that one 
of the circuit-breakers may be actuated first by the raising 
movement of the cover while the other circuit-breaker is 
accessible only by the thumb which is caused to slide 
underneath the raised cover. 
A fifth circuit-breaker according to my invention is 

located in a manner such that it may be controlled by a 
movement of the forefinger such as will not shift the 
four other fingers nor the general position of the hand. 
Preferably said fifth circuit-breaker cannot be reached 
directly and can be controlled only through the agency 
of a trigger adapted to assume three positions, to wit a 
safety position, a ready-to-operate position and a releas 
ing position. 
A sixth push-button is located on the handle in a posi 

tion such that it lies underneath the end of the ring finger 
or of the middle finger when these ñngers are folded over 
the handle. 
A seventh push-button is located on the handle so as to 

be controlled when required by the small finger, while 
requiring preferably a shifting of the latter Without how 
ever said shifting leading to a movement of any of the 
other fingers nor to any modification in the position of 
the hand. Said seventh push-button may be controlled 
through the agency of a lever or even directly by the 
small finger. 

I will now disclose a preferred embodiment of my in 
vention, reference being made to accompanying drawings 
without however the Iclaimed structure being by any means 
limited by the special features disclosed in said embodi 
ment. In accompanying drawings: 

Fig. 1 is a general perspective View of the handle; 
Figs. 2 and 3 are detailed views thereof. 
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As illustrated, the body 1 of the handle includes a 

bracket or carrier surface which is not shown and on 
which the first finger-joint or knuckle of the little finger 
may rest. 
The body of the handle may include four recessed sec 

tions 4, 5, 6, 7 defining the normal position of rest of 
the four fingers folded over the handle body. When the 
hand is clasped over the handle, the thumb remains 
independent. 

Laterally of the handle and on the side which remains 
free of the clasping fingers is located a rocking lever 8 
extending in substantial register with the location of the 
forefinger grasping the handle, said lever assuming the 
shape of the thumb so that the latter may normally rest 
thereon. 
The lever 8 actuates when it is rocked two circuit 

breakers located underneath said lever and which have 
not been illustrated or else a double switch such as that 
disclosed in my copending specification Ser. No. 358,874 
filed on .Tune l, 1953. 
The two above-mentioned circuit-breakers control the 

correcting flaps which Iact so as to correct or brake the 
dive or noselift of the aircraft. 

According to a main feature of my invention, the loca 
tion of the lever 8 and that of the two circuit-breakers 
underneath the latter are selected in la manner such that 
the reaction of the pilot’s arms opposing the movement 
of the joy-stick is made use of. This reaction, which 
twists slightly the pilot’s wrist in either direction, has 
for its result a shifting of the thumb while the four last 
fingers remain in position on the handle and the natural 
shifting of the thumb thus produced allows the thumb 
to act more readily on that push-button which controls 
the correction of the movement of the aircraft, which 
movement is repeated by the joy-stick, while the pilot’s 
arm opposes such `a movement of the joy-stick. 
At the upper end of the handle is provided a cover 11 

rocking round an axis 12 and terminating with a nose 13 
(Fig. 2) projecting outwardly of the handle so that said 
nose lies in the path of the pilot’s thumb when the latter 
moves out of its inoperative position next to the lever 8. 
Said :cover 11 when it has been raised by the movement 
of the thumb rocks so as to actuate a circuit-breaker 14 
(Fig. 3) concealed inside the handle and the part played 
by which consists for instance in locking the aiming gyro 
scope. The nose of the cover being thus raised, the thumb 
may then slide underneath said nose and hold it raised 
so as to reach the current-breaker 1S controlling the 
release of the bombs and rockets (Fig. 2). 
When the thumb releases the nose 13, the cover 11 

returns into its inoperative safety position under the ac 
tion of a spring and releases simultaneously the aiming 
gyroscope through action on the above-mentioned circuit 
breaker 14. 

It is essential that in no case the switch 
allowed to be actuated by the thumb before 
breaker 14 has been operated so as to lock 
gyroscope. 

Fig. 3 shows an arrangement disclosing a novel man 
ner of solving said problem by resort-ing to a floating 
lever 16 assuming preferably the shape of a blade. In 
Fig. 3, the circuit-breakers 14 and 15 are shown only 
diagrammatically by their casings out of which the push 
lbuttons 17 and 18 project. The cover 11 acts through 
its inner nose 19 on the blade 16 which rests in a float 
ing manner on the push-button 17 of the circuit-breaker 
14. 

As a matter of fact, the blade 16 is held solely at its 
end opposed to the circuit-breaker 14, by means of a rod 
or tenon 20 passing freely through the blade which rests 
on the spring 21 wound round the rod 20. 
The operation of the arrangement is as follows: the 
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.cover ̀ .11 .as .it .is .raised by the .pilot’s thumb .engages .the 
blade 16 which depresses the push-button 17 which is 
consequently actuated before the pilot’s thumb can engage 

»the underside of the cover 1¿1.` The end of the blade 
V»16 bearing ‘on the vspring 21 .plays _the part of a -sta 
tionary point during the first _part of the movement of 
'the blade during which ̀ the spring 21 is compressed only 
»to a slight extent provided its _power vrhas been suitably 
selected. 

The pilot’s thumb continues then its movement and 
Vreaches the push-button 1S, while îthe push 17 forms 
in its turn ̀ the bearing point for the blade 16 which no_w 
compresses the spr-ingzl. When the _action _exerted by 
Vthe thumb is released, the cover Y1_1 -isreturned intoits 
closed position by _the blade 16 `by »reason of the co 
operating vaction of ythe compressed spring _21 _and _of ¿the 

A.push-button 17 which is submitted?to »the action of a 
return spring that is not illustrated. By reason of _this 
arrangement and of this closing of the cover l1, the 
circuit-breakers are operated in the desired sequence 
15-14, which is of considerable importance, the oper 
ation Vof the circuit-breaker 14 being _prevented until the 
cover 11 is almost completely closed _and vconsequently 

. the push 18 is out of reach of the pilot’s thumb. 
The circuit-breaker 22 controlling -the firing kof the 

Vstationary guns is housed inside afrecess formed-by the 
„two íianges 23 and 24 of the handle, which'flanges have 
vfor their object to prevent the Vforeiinger _from actually 
reaching the circuit-breaker. -In the gap between said 
rflanges is mounted the preferably tubular spindle 25 
carrying the trigger -26 which isadapted to rock round the 
axis of the spindle and is normally folded back into »its 
inoperative safety position, also inside said gap. Said 
.triggeris illustratedin Fig. 1 in its ready»toop_e_rat_e _posi 
tion and may be returned into its safety position Aby a 
movement in the direction of -the arrow 27. The Vmove 
--ment between the two positions considered makes the 
Vtrigger pass through the neutral point of a lockingspring 
engaging the .trigger or again the two positions of the 
lever may be defined by balls in a conventional manner 
or by any other equivalent means. The Átrigger-locking 
spring -may Ibe located inside the tubular spindle 2S to 
which the trigger is pivotally secured, said spring not 
being illustrated in the~drawings. 

Lastly, the trigger maybe shifted vby the pilotis fore~ 
` ñnger from its ready-tofoperate positioninto its _tiring po 
sition, possibly through .an intermediate position which 
Vcorresponds to a mere engagement on Áthe head _of the 
corresponding circuit breaker. It is .of advantage to 
brake the passage between the ready~to«operate position 
and the iiring position by means of an antagonistic spring 
‘so as to make the pilot exert a _definite effort when tiring. 

=It is also possible to make the spring located inside the 
ltubularspindle 25 .act in the opposite direction urging the 

In this case, it is locked 
in _its safety position, i. e. it is folded back in the direction 

' of the arrow 27 and the action of thepilot’s thumb on its 
outer end is sufñcient for releasing it and allowingit to 
return into its tiring position. Y 

_ A _furthercircuit-breaker 2S controls the listening cir 
cuit of the wireless set on board. It extends in a _direc 
tion such that it maybe .actuated by the last phalanx or 

’ knuckle of the ringñnger or of the middle finger without 
Vit being necessary to take any special 1care for protecting 
¿said circuit-breaker since _an untimely >operation of the 
iset would not lead to any danger whatever. 

>The push-button _29 controlling the locking of »the 
~front wheel of the landing gear is controlled eithendi 
rectly _or else Vmore advantageously through the lever 30 
>«pivoting round the spindle 31 carried by the flanges 32 
on the handle. Said lever> 3() is of interest because it 
íconstrains the pilot to shift purposely his little finger so 
ïns to »make it act overthe end of said lever after turning 
@round-the latter. It is possible to insert between said 
lever 30 and the .push-button 29 aspring blade which 
:has:forobject_tocu’tloutall.vibrations and to allow »said 

¿i 
push-button to be submitted solely to the _action of the 
spring, whereby it is protected against the action of a 
too sudden operation of the lever 30. 
What I :claim is: 

5 1. In combination with a pilot’s handle shaped so as 
to match the inner shape of ̀ the pilot’s hand grasping the 
same, at least one pair of operationally correlated switches 
disposed at said handle, a Ylever for actuation of one of 
said switches located within the range of the mobility of 

10 the pilot’s thumb so as to lbe reached by the same with 
out shifting the other fingers from their grasp, said tilt 
ing lever being pivotally mounted on the handle and 
associated with and disposed rel-atively `to said switches 
so that operation of said lever to actuate said one switch 

15 is necessary to make the other of said switches accessible 
whereby sequential actuation of said switches is ensured. 

2. In combination with a pilot’s handle shaped so as 
V,to match the inner shape of the last four fingers of a 
»pilot’s _hand grasping the handle, at least one pair of 

20v operationallycorrelated switches disposed .at said handle, 
fa lever inthe form of a thumb rest within the range of 
the mobility of the pilot’s thumb so as to be reached by 
_the rsame without shifting the `other íingers from their 
grasp, said lever being disposed at said handle and as 

25_ sociated with and disposed relatively to said switches so 
las to require operation >of one of said switches in order 

V- tornake _the other switch available for operation. 
3. _In combination with a pilot’s handle shaped _so as 

_to match the inner shape of the last four fingers of a 
30_ _pilot’s’hand grasping'the handle, a hollow provided within 

said handle, a cover substantially shaped so as to ¿for-‘m 
¿part oflthe wall _of the handle being disposed above said 

‘ _ hollow and hingedlysecured to said-wall, a pair of opera 
tionally eerrelated Push button Switcbßs‘beìßs »disposed 

35 ¿withinsaidhollow-and underneath said cover, said fcover 
Í» being disposed within the range of the _mobility ofthe 
pilot’s thumb so as to be reached bythe same without 
¿shifting Athe otherrñngers from their grasp and to be 
F¿pivoted by the ythumb into the raised, _open position 

40 ̀ thereof, and subsequently@ be closed again; mechanism 
_.,being provided atsaidcover land associated therewith and 
>with the one of said ïpush buttons for operatively Ycou 
pling the movement _o_f the push ‘button with that of the 
Ycover, ̀ thereby to depress _and hold _depressed saidtpush 

45V :button when the cover is in _said raised, open position, 
.and to release the push button when the cover is closed; 
the other one of .said push buttons being located ̀ so asto 
«be accessible _to thespilot’s thumb for operation thereby 
.when the cover is raised; ¿actuation of the twopush but 

50 ,tons in predetermined sequence vthus being ensured. 
_ 4. 1n combination ̀ with a pilot’s handleshaped so as 
vto match/the inner vshape .of `the last four fingers of a 
`pilot’s hand »grasping the handle, _two pairs of operationally 
>_correlated circuit breakers disposed _at said handle, the 

55 n¿circuit breakers _of .each pair in close proximity to each 
other and all within the range of the mobility of the 

„pilot’s thumb ¿so _as to be reached by the same without 
>shiftingthe other ¿fingers fromtheir grasp; an actuating 
Vlever _in `form of a thumb ̀ rest,.associated with both cir 

60 cuit breakers of the one pair for operating the same,.being 
«rockably _mounted at said handle, said actuating lever be 
`ing further disposed relatively to thecircuit breakers of 
>said o_ne~_ pair so;th_at, on rockingof the actuatinglever 
Yin either direction, the actuating lever operates the .two 

65 circuit breakers alternatively; the other .pair of circuit 
:breakers being constituted by tvv-o push ybutton .switches 
-disposed _Within a hollow of the handle, a cover substan 
tially shaped so as to form part of the wall of -said handle 
being hingedly secured to said wall and disposed-within 

70 „said range of the thumb and above said hollow'and said 
ïpair ofpush button switches so as to cover the same; 
-inechanism being provided at said cover and associated 
therewith and with one of the push buttons for operatively 
coupling themovement of said one push button Withthat 

75 of the cover, thereby to depress and hold depressed said 
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one push button when the cover is raised by the thumb 
into the open position, and to release the push button 
when the cover is closed; the other one of said push 
buttons being disposed for direct operation by the pilot’s 
thumb; actuation of the two push buttons in predeter 
mined sequence thus being ensured. 

5. A pilot’s handle as set forth in claim 4 wherein the 
circuit breakers of the first one of said pairs are for 
controlling the flaps of the air craft, and the push button 
switches of the second one are for locking the gyroscope 
and releasing the bombs. 

6. A pilot’s handle as set forth in claim 4 wherein said 
handle is provided in addition to at least one of said 
pairs of circuit breakers with a trigger' and a push button 
operable thereby for firing the gun, said trigger being 
disposed at said handle within the range of the mobility 
of the pilot’s forefìnger. 

7. A pilot’s handle as set forth in claim 6 wherein 
furthermore a push button switch for controlling the 
wireless set is provided at the handle within the range of 
the mobility of the pilot’s ring~finger. 

8. A pilot’s handle as set forth in claim 6 wherein 
furthermore a push button switch for controlling the 
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landing gear is provided at the handle within the range 
of the mobility of the pilot’s little linger. 

9. A pilot’s handle as set forth in claim 6 wherein a 
push button switch for controlling the wireless set and 
a push button switch for controlling the landing gear are 
provided at the handle within the reach of the pilot’s 
fingers. 

10. In combination with a 
as to match the inner shape of the last four fingers of a 
pilot’s hand grasping the handle, at least one pair of 
operationally correlated switches disposed at said handle, 
a lever in the form of a thumb rest Within the range of 
the mobility of the pilot’s thumb so as to lie against the 
pilot’s thumb when in normal handle grasping position, 
said lever being pivoted to said handle at its mid point 
so as to selectively operate said switches by the pilot’s 
thumb following the reaction of the pilot’s arm opposing 
movement of said handle. 

pilot’s handle shaped so 
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